Thermal biology mediates responses of amphibians and reptiles to habitat modification

Abstract

Human activities often replace native forests with warmer, modified habitats that represent novel thermal environments for biodiversity. Reducing biodiversity loss hinges upon identifying which species are most sensitive to the environmental conditions that result from habitat modification. Drawing on case studies and a meta-analysis, we examined whether observed and modelled thermal traits, including heat tolerances, variation in body temperatures, and evaporative water loss, explained variation in sensitivity of ectotherms to habitat modification. Low heat tolerances of lizards and amphibians and high evaporative water loss of amphibians were associated with increased sensitivity to habitat modification, often explaining more variation than non-thermal traits. Heat tolerances alone explained 24–66% (mean = 38%) of the variation in species responses, and these trends were largely consistent across geographic locations and spatial scales. As habitat modification alters local microclimates, the thermal biology of species will likely play a key role in the reassembly of terrestrial communities.
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INTRODUCTION

Temperature drives much of the biology and ecology of ectotherms, including foraging, growth and reproduction (Huey & Stevenson 1979; Navas et al. 2016). Consequently, species-specific thermal biology is also expected to mediate the responses of ectotherms to major drivers of biodiversity loss, such as climate warming and pathogenic infection (Deutsch et al. 2008; Kearney et al. 2009; Huey et al. 2012; Catenazzi et al. 2014; Sunday et al. 2014; Nowakowski et al. 2016, 2017a). The most immediate threat to biodiversity, however, is anthropogenic habitat modification, which is causing declines of many species and altering the composition of assemblages worldwide (Gardner et al. 2007a; Newbold et al. 2014, 2016; Thompson et al. 2016). The filtering of ectotherm assemblages in response to habitat modification (i.e. environment by trait sorting) may depend, in part, on the ability of species to tolerate novel temperature regimes in altered habitats. By viewing the effects of habitat modification through the lens of thermal biology, biologists may better predict which species will thrive, persist or decline in the face of ongoing conversion of natural habitats (Tuff et al. 2016).

Despite extensive literature focused separately on thermal biology and the myriad effects of habitat modification, the integration of these two lines of research is largely nascent (Frishkoff et al. 2015; Tuff et al. 2016; Nowakowski et al. 2017a). Recent work, however, shows that species that frequently occur in warm, dry climates throughout their geographic range tend to be those that persist or thrive locally in areas of human land use (Frishkoff et al. 2015, 2016). Microhabitat selection and macrohabitat affiliations have also been correlated with thermal tolerances; species with high heat tolerances were affiliated with open microhabitats (Brusch et al. 2016) and warm natural habitat types (Duarte et al. 2012). Thermoregulation in warm habitats is coupled with evaporative water loss (Tracy 1976; Tracy et al. 2013), and habitat-specific rates of water loss have been associated with survival and dispersal limitation in altered landscapes (Nowakowski et al. 2013, 2015; Watling & Braga 2015). Collectively, these studies suggest a potentially integral role of thermal biology in shaping species responses to habitat modification.

Anthropogenic habitat modification can substantially alter local microclimates, often by reducing canopy cover and the availability of microclimates favourable to species physiology and population persistence. At landscape scales, large differences in vegetation structure among land-cover types can result in maximum daily air temperatures that differ by as much as 10°C between adjacent habitats (Todd & Andrews 2008; Robinson et al. 2013). At local scales, microhabitats within different land-cover types, such as leaf litter and...
phytotelmata, can act as thermal refugia by buffering nocturnal and diurnal ectotherms against extreme daytime temperatures (Scheffers et al. 2014). However, buffering microhabitats may be scarce in altered habitats, and the maximum daily temperatures of these microhabitats increase with decreasing canopy cover (Pringle et al. 2003), affecting daytime exposure for many diurnal and nocturnal species alike (Nowakowski et al. 2017a). For terrestrial ectotherms, like amphibians and reptiles, land-cover change alters the amount and distribution of thermally suitable habitat, with high local temperatures rendering some land-cover types uninhabitable for some species (Rittenhouse et al. 2008; Frishkoff et al. 2015; Nowakowski et al. 2015, 2017a).

Species-specific thermal biology may determine, in part, which ectotherm species persist or decline in altered habitats. Here, we examine hypotheses describing the relationships between multiple measures of thermal biology and the sensitivity of ectotherm species to habitat modification (‘habitat modification’ refers here to two separate processes, fragmentation of once-continuous forest and conversion of natural forest to non-forest land uses). First, it is intuitive to expect that warm-adapted species with high heat tolerances will be less sensitive to high temperatures in altered habitats than cool-adapted species with lower heat tolerances (Fig. 1a–c). Second, species sensitivity to habitat modification may also be negatively associated with their thermal safety margins (TSM), defined here as the difference between a species’ critical thermal maximum (CTmax) and maximum body temperature estimated using a biophysical model (Sinclair et al. 2016). Thermal safety margin is a measure of the interaction between species-specific thermal biology and species sensitivity to habitat modification. (CTmax) or thermal safety margins (TSM) and species sensitivity to habitat modification. (a) Hypothetical thermal performance curves (e.g. for locomotion) and CTmax (black vertical arrows) for a low-temperature specialist (purple), a generalist (orange) and a high-temperature specialist species (dark orange). The TSM for each species is the difference between maximum core body temperature (Tc; hypothetical range of Tc in cool, unmodified habitat illustrated by shaded area) and CTmax (illustrated by horizontal red arrows). (b) Expected abundance patterns for cool- (purple) and warm-adapted species (orange, dark orange) in cool (e.g. forested) and warm (e.g. cleared) habitats. (c) Sensitivity to habitat modification (y-axis) is quantified here as the ratio of a species’ abundance in cool, natural habitats to abundance in warm, altered habitats (e.g. the ratio of abundances in panel b). In this example, we expect species sensitivity to habitat modification to decrease with increasing CTmax or TSM, regardless of the exact shape and breadth of the associated performance curve; however, the shape and breadth of performance curves could affect the slope of this relationship. High sensitivity indicates that a species reaches its highest abundances in cool, natural habitats, moderate values indicate similar abundances across habitats and low sensitivity indicates highest abundances in warm, altered habitats. (d) Two hypothetical species that differ in thermal instability, one with highly variable Tc (purple density distribution) and one with stable Tc (grey distribution), in relation to their thermal performance curve (blue line). We define thermal instability as variation in body temperatures across habitats. (e) Species with highly labile body temperatures under a range of habitats/microclimates (purple) are expected to be more sensitive to habitat modification because they are more likely to experience thermal stress in warm habitats than species that can maintain relatively stable body temperatures across habitats (grey). (f) The predicted relationship between species-specific thermal instability and sensitivity to habitat modification.
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tolerance and exposure to high temperatures, while accounting for the ability of ectotherms to lower body temperatures through microhabitat selection and evaporative cooling. Thermal safety margins have been used to predict variation in species’ vulnerability to climate warming (Sunday et al. 2014; Gunderson & Stillman 2015) and may provide a useful metric for modelling vulnerability to novel thermal environments that result from habitat modification. Third, we expect that sensitivity to habitat modification will be positively associated with intraspecific variation in body temperatures across different microclimates (Fig. 1d–f). Differences between body temperatures and environmental temperatures experienced by ectotherms arise from species-specific behaviour, physiology and morphology (e.g. body size; Tracy et al. 2010), and the inability of some species to maintain body temperatures near thermal optima across different microclimates may increase their sensitivity to thermal gradients resulting from habitat modification. Finally, we predict that sensitivity to habitat modification will be positively associated with species-specific rates of water loss (as a proportion of body mass) because organisms in warm, dry habitats are challenged with regulating body temperature through behaviour and evaporative cooling while also maintaining water balance (Porter et al. 1973; Tracy 1976).

We examine general support for these hypotheses for amphibians and reptiles by drawing on multiple case studies from Costa Rica and Colombia and by synthesising data from the literature. The case studies show interspecific responses to habitat modification in two tropical landscapes where habitat modification is the most pervasive threat to diverse assemblages, and the literature data set illustrates the generality of responses across a broad range of environmental contexts. We examine the relative importance of each thermal variable described above, contrast thermal traits with non-thermal traits (e.g. clutch size and microhabitat use) and draw our inferences from the level of concordance of patterns across systems and spatial scales (i.e. local case studies and meta-analysis).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Field surveys
We compiled four data sets consisting of records from standardised field surveys of amphibians (frogs and salamanders) and reptiles (lizards). We used the first data set to estimate sensitivity of amphibians to forest fragmentation in the Caribbean lowlands of Costa Rica (see Supporting Information for detailed methods). From 2009 to 2012, we sampled amphibians along transects at six sites within c. 1500 ha private preserve and in 17 nearby forest fragments, resulting in 3488 observations of 39 species. We used the remaining three data sets to estimate amphibian and reptile sensitivity to habitat conversion (i.e. conversion of forest to non-forest land uses). In 2011, we sampled transects in 10 forest remnants and in paired areas of converted habitats (five sites in pastures and five sites in heart-of-palm plantations) in the Caribbean lowlands of Costa Rica, resulting in 482 observations of 25 amphibian species and 173 observations of 12 lizard species (see Kurz et al. 2014 for full description of methods). In May and June of 2015 and 2016, we used multiple methods to survey amphibians and reptiles in eight forest remnants and adjacent pastures in the Magdalena River Valley in Colombia, resulting in 138 observations of 19 species (see Supporting Information for detailed methods).

Finally, we searched the literature for studies reporting amphibian abundances in natural habitats and adjacent converted habitats from standardised field surveys, resulting in 6016 observations of 32 species from 21 studies for this analysis (see Nowakowski et al. 2017b and Supporting Information for detailed methods).

Thermal traits
In Costa Rica, we measured $CT_{\text{max}}$ of 26 amphibian and lizard species by placing individuals in water baths and slowly increasing water temperature at a rate of c. 0.5 °C per min. At 1-min intervals, we elicited a righting response and recorded the temperature at which individuals lost their righting reflex for ≥ 5 s (Navas et al. 2007; Catenazzi et al. 2014). We captured all individuals within the forest preserve and maintained individuals in an ambient-air laboratory in the preserve prior to assays; therefore, all individuals were exposed to similar habitat conditions and were already acclimated to similar thermal regimes (Brusch et al. 2016; Nowakowski et al. 2017a). We used a similar approach to measure $CT_{\text{max}}$ of 19 amphibian and lizard species in Colombia, but increased water temperature at a rate of 1 °C per min. Our estimates of $CT_{\text{max}}$ in Costa Rica and Colombia, therefore, may not be directly comparable because of differences in rates of warming. Finally, we cross-referenced species abundance records from the literature with $CT_{\text{max}}$ estimates compiled in Sunday et al. (2014). We also added $CT_{\text{max}}$ estimates to the database by conducting our own literature search and by matching our $CT_{\text{max}}$ estimates described above with published abundance estimates to maximise the number of species retained in the literature data set. For all data sets, we calculated mean $CT_{\text{max}}$ for each species.

We used the biophysical model NicheMapper to estimate core body temperatures ($T_c$) and rates of water loss for species, while accounting for their potential to alter $T_c$ via behavioural thermoregulation and evaporative cooling (Porter & Mitchell 2006; Bartelt et al. 2010). Our estimates of $T_c$ and water loss integrated data on local microclimates and species-specific behaviour, physiology and physical characteristics. NicheMapper combines a microclimate model with an ectotherm model that iteratively solves a heat–mass balance equation to estimate core body temperatures of frog- and lizard-shaped ectotherms (Porter & Mitchell 2006; Bartelt et al. 2010). The model has been used in previous studies to examine the importance of thermoregulation to species’ sensitivity to climate change (Kearney et al. 2009; Sunday et al. 2014) and performs well when $T_c$ estimates have been validated with data from physical models and observed body temperatures (Kearney et al. 2009; Bartelt et al. 2010; Nowakowski et al. 2017a). We also validated estimates of water loss, here, for 13 species in Costa Rica using a flow chamber; estimates from the model closely predicted variation among species in the observed rates of water loss ($R^2 = 0.93$;
Fig. S1). As inputs for the ectotherm model, we specified species-specific mass, maximum voluntary temperatures (assumed to be a function of CT$_{\text{max}}$), wet or dry skin for amphibians and lizards (respectively), activity period, climbing behaviour and burrow use based on available natural history information and our own field observations. We used default values for other parameters. As inputs for the microclimate model, we extracted air temperature and relative humidity for each site at 0.5 m from the ground under a range of shade conditions (0, 25, 50, 75, 100%) from the microclim data set (Kearney et al. 2014). We used $T_e$ estimates to calculate TSMs and thermal instability (SD of max $T_e$ across habitats) for downstream analyses. We used estimates of the maximum rate of evaporative water loss (g h$^{-1}$) in downstream analyses, transforming the rate to a percentage of each species’ body mass. We obtained information on other species traits, including body size, clutch size and larval and adult microhabitat use, from natural history accounts and primary literature (Supporting Information).

**Sensitivity to habitat modification and statistical analyses**

We analysed data sets separately because of disparate sampling methodologies and to evaluate the level of agreement across systems. To evaluate relative importance of predictors of species sensitivity to habitat modification, we conducted two sets of analyses using different measures of sensitivity. First, we fit generalised least squares (GLS; for local data sets) or linear mixed effects model (LMM; for literature data set) that allowed for flexibility in evaluating residual correlations structures, estimating goodness of fit ($R^2$) and partitioning variance. Consistent with the literature on comparative species analyses (i.e. species are the unit of observation; Purvis 2008; Murray et al. 2014), we summarised field observations here by calculating species-specific indices of sensitivity to habitat modification. We estimated sensitivity to forest fragmentation for each species using the residuals from a linear regression with species abundances in continuous forest as the dependent variable and abundances in forest fragments as the independent variable (e.g. Bell & Donnelly 2006). This relationship was positive and linear (Fig. S2; $R^2 = 0.55$), and deviations from predicted values provided a continuous index of relative sensitivity to fragmentation that simultaneously accounts for the differences in sampling effort between continuous and fragmented forest in this data set. Positive residuals indicated species that were more abundant in continuous forest than predicted by the regression model, and those species were interpreted as being sensitive to fragmentation, whereas species with negative residuals were more abundant in forest fragments than predicted and were considered relatively tolerant of or favoured converted habitats and values near zero indicated species that were similarly abundant in forest and converted habitats (i.e. generalists).

For local field data sets (Costa Rica and Colombia), we evaluated relationships between species traits and sensitivity to habitat modification using GLS and phylogenetic GLS (PGLS) models. We first assessed multicollinearity of trait data (Figs S3–S8) and dropped variables for which variance inflation factors (VIFs) were > 4 (VIFs for remaining variables were ≤ 3.06) while retaining thermal traits in analyses when possible (Table S1). We also graphically examined stability of parameter estimates for remaining variables across models. Next, we fit full GLS and PGLS models with all predictors and compared multiple phylogenetic correlations structures using AICc (Table S2). We obtained branch lengths from two time-calibrated phylogenies, one composed of 2871 extant amphibian species (Pyron & Wiens 2011) and the other containing 9755 squamate reptiles (Tonini et al. 2016). We added six species from across our data sets that were missing from the amphibian phylogeny by randomly attaching branches along the subtree representing the genus of a given species. We generated competing phylogenetic correlation structures using the corStruct function in package ‘ape’ (Paradis et al. 2004). To evaluate single-variable importance, we fit all-subsets of the full model and calculated the sum of Akaike weights across all models containing each variable. To formally compare competing models, we fit a full model, a model with all thermal variables (CT$_{\text{max}}$, thermal instability and water loss), a model with ‘non-thermal’ traits (body size, clutch size, larval habitat and adult microhabitat), each single variable model and a null model; we evaluated fit of competing models using AICc.

For analyses of the literature data set, we fit sets of LMMs and PGLS models. We fit global LMMs with varying intercepts for source studies reporting abundance data and for studies reporting CT$_{\text{max}}$ (thereby controlling for differences in experimental protocols) together in the same model and each separately and compared competing structures using AICc. We also fit PGLS models with different phylogenetic correlation structures and assessed relative variable importance from all subsets of the best supported full model as described above. For all data sets, we performed variance partitioning using the varPart function in package modEVA. Also, we assessed phylogenetic signal of residuals from the full and single-variable models using the corPagel structure implemented in package ‘ape’ for all data sets. Because model residuals may not exhibit phylogenetic signal even when constituent variables do (Revell 2010), we also assessed phylogenetic signal of individual variables using the phylosig function in package ‘phytools’ (Revell 2012).

As a second analytical approach and means of validation, we fit generalised linear mixed models (GLMMs) with binomial errors to analyse individual-level observations from field surveys, thereby using the full number of field observations in each data set and increasing statistical power. For analyses of sensitivity to habitat conversion, individuals observed in forest were coded as 0 and those observed in converted habitats were coded as 1 (e.g. Frishkoff et al. 2015). Sensitivity in this set of analyses was calculated as 1-probability of occurring in...
converted habitats. We fit all models with a random intercept for species. We analysed sensitivity to fragmentation in Costa Rica using GLMMs as above; however, to account for unequal sampling effort between forest fragments and continuous forest sites, we standardised species abundances by total transect area searched in each habitat type and then fit aggregated binomial models (Supporting Information; McElreath 2016). For the literature data set, we also fit aggregated binomial GLMMs because data consisted of total number of observations in each habitat type (as opposed to sample-level data), and we evaluated models fit with additional random intercepts for the CTmax source study and the field survey source study. We report models fit with random effects of species and CTmax source study below. We calculated relative variable importance and evaluated competing models using AICc as described above. All GLMMs were fit using the glmer function in package lme4 in R (Bates et al. 2014; version 3.4.1, R Core Team 2017).

RESULTS

Across all data sets, we found a negative association between species’ CTmax and their sensitivity to habitat modification (Figs 2 and S9). Results of GLS and GLMM analyses were qualitatively similar, indicating that results were robust to the specific modelling approach and sensitivity index used. We present GLMM results in Table 1 and Fig. 2 (where sensitivity is plotted as 1-probability of occurring in modified habitats). The GLMMs fit with only CTmax predicted a 1.7- to 115-fold (mean = 22) increase in the odds of occurring in modified habitat with each standard deviation increase in CTmax [responses to: habitat conversion in published literature (β = 1.44, SE = 0.48, P = 0.007); fragmentation in Costa Rica (β = 0.57, SE = 0.25, P = 0.018); habitat conversion in Costa Rica – amphibians (β = 0.67, SE = 0.56, P = 0.239) and lizards (β = 0.94, SE = 0.76, P = 0.211); habitat conversion in Colombia – amphibians (β = 4.75, SE = 2.31, P = 0.006) and lizards (β = 1.80, SE = 1.04, P = 0.010)].

Results of GLS analyses (Figs S9 and S10; Table S3) showed that CTmax alone explained 24–66% (mean = 38%) of the variation in sensitivity to habitat modification [responses to: habitat conversion in published literature (R2 = 0.24, R2 conditional = 0.36, β = −1.04, SE = 0.35, P = 0.003); fragmentation in Costa Rica (R2 = 0.50, β = −0.69, SE = 0.17, P < 0.001); habitat conversion in Costa Rica – amphibians (R2 = 0.24, β = −0.60, SE = 0.30, P = 0.061) and lizards (R2 = 0.32, β = −0.78, SE = 0.51, P = 0.187); habitat conversion in Colombia – amphibians (R2 = 0.32, β = −0.91, SE = 0.44, P = 0.067) and lizards (R2 = 0.66, β = −0.89, SE = 0.26, P = 0.014)]. We found weak or no phylogenetic signal in model residuals (for models fit with corPagel, λ was ≤ 0.20 for the literature data set and < 0.0 for all local data sets). We present the best-fitting models that were uncorrected for phylogeny (Revell 2010; models with and without phylogenetic correlation structures are presented in Tables S4–S9). We did not include CTmax and TSM in the same analyses because CTmax was used to calculate TSM, and consequently, these metrics were highly correlated. In analyses where TSM was substituted for CTmax, results were qualitatively similar, with TSM explaining 18–75% (mean = 40%) of the variation in sensitivity to habitat modification in GLS models (Figs S9 and S10; Table S3).

Across most data sets, we found weak associations between species’ sensitivity to habitat modification and thermal instability. The odds of occurring in modified habitat changed by a factor of 0.04–3.4 (mean = 0.94) with increasing thermal instability according to GLMM analyses. Thermal instability explained less variation in sensitivity to habitat modification, 5–47% (mean = 19%), than did CTmax and TSM according to GLS models, and typically had low relative variable importance (Figs 2 and S9). In Costa Rica and Colombia, evaporative water loss was positively associated with sensitivity to habitat conversion. In GLMM analyses, the odds of occurring in modified habitat changed by a factor of 0.06–1.02 (mean = 0.56), typically decreasing, with each standard deviation increase in water loss (Fig. 2). According to GLS models, water loss explained 3–58% (mean = 21%) of variation in the responses and was among the top-ranked models in these analyses for amphibians in Costa Rica and Colombia (Fig. S9; Table S3).

Across most data sets, and for both sets of analyses, the relative importance of thermal traits was greater than that of ‘non-thermal’ traits retained in analyses (Figs 2 and S9; Tables 1 and S3); however, in our analyses of amphibians exposed to habitat conversion in Costa Rica, larval habitat also ranked among the most important variables. Much of the explained variation in sensitivity to habitat modification was attributed both independently to thermal traits and to the covariation between thermal traits and other species traits (Fig. S11). For example, CTmax was correlated with the larval aquatic index in most data sets, with terrestrial breeding amphibians often having the lowest CTmax (Figs S3–S8). Some non-thermal traits (e.g. body size) were highly correlated with thermal traits (e.g. water loss) and were, therefore, dropped from analyses to reduce VIFs (Table S1). Tests for phylogenetic signal further revealed that variation in multiple traits, including CTmax, body size and clutch size, was in some cases tightly linked with phylogenetic position (Fig. 3; Table S10), even though model residuals did not exhibit phylogenetic non-independence (Revell 2010; Tables S4–S9).

DISCUSSION

Habitat modification is the primary driver of species imperilment, yet responses to habitat modification vary considerably among species (Newbold et al. 2014; Todd et al. 2017). We found that simple measures of thermal biology – CTmax and TSM – explained as much as 75% (mean = 39%) of the variation in responses of amphibians and reptiles to habitat modification, even though interactions of ectotherms with their thermal environments are complex. As expected, species able to tolerate warmer temperatures (i.e. those with high CTmax) and those expected to maintain body temperatures far below their CTmax (i.e. those with large TSMs) were typically less sensitive to habitat modification than species with low CTmax and narrow TSMs. The strength of these relationships varied across data sets, possibly owing to differences in methodologies, the influence of species interactions or the relative
The importance of additional limiting factors, such as water loss. There was partial support for the importance of water loss, but little support for thermal instability, as predictors of sensitivity to habitat modification. The general trends for CT_max and TSM, however, were largely consistent across multiple types of habitat modification, spatial scales and vertebrate classes, despite differences in thermal physiology between amphibians and reptiles. Collectively, these results indicate that certain aspects of thermal biology likely play a key role in determining responses of ectotherms to habitat modification in addition to other major drivers of biodiversity loss, such as climate change and disease (Huey et al. 2012; Catenazzi et al. 2014; Sunday et al. 2014; Nowakowski et al. 2016, 2017a).

Our results suggest plausible mechanisms underlying variable species responses to habitat modification. Species with low heat tolerances were those less likely to maintain abundant local populations in fragments and in converted habitats, possibly owing to physiological limits placed on survival, activity and foraging efficiency. Acute or chronic thermal stress can directly reduce survival of individuals in habitats where maximum daily temperatures, including those in daytime refugia, regularly approach their CT_max (Rittenhouse et al. 2008; Nowakowski et al. 2015). Diurnal organisms may reduce their activity to avoid overheating, but this can result in population declines as they forgo opportunities for foraging and reproduction (Sinervo et al. 2010). When active, body temperatures that deviate far from thermal optima will reduce

---

**Figure 2** Species sensitivity to habitat fragmentation (far left panels) or habitat conversion (i.e. non-forest land use) in response to species-specific critical thermal maxima (CT_max; a–d) and water loss (% of body mass; e–h). Sensitivity is plotted as 1-probability of occurring in modified habitats; all y-axes for panels a–h range from 0 to 1. Points show predicted sensitivity for each species from a generalised linear mixed model while accounting for the random effect of species, and point size is proportional to the number of observations for each species. Blue lines show the mean, overall fit of the model. Water loss was estimated for each species using the biophysical model NicheMapper under a range of microclimatic conditions (see Supporting Information for model validation). Species sensitivity to habitat modification was estimated from field surveys in continuous forest vs. forest fragments (for sensitivity to fragmentation) and forest habitat vs. adjacent areas of land use (for sensitivity to habitat conversion). (i–l) Bar graphs show relative variable importance in explaining variation in sensitivity to habitat modification calculated as the cumulative Akaiake weights from all subsets of a full model; predictor variables are CT_max (CTM), thermal instability (TI), water loss (WL), clutch size (CL), snout to vent length (SVL), adult microhabitat (AH) and larval microhabitat (LH). Some variables were dropped from all subsets analysis so that variance inflation factors were < 4 (Table S1). Bar widths vary depending on whether variable was present in analysis for both taxa (frogs and lizards; panels j, k). Thermal safety margin was highly correlated with CT_max and was, therefore, included in a separate model set from CT_max (Supporting Information).
efficiency of foraging, predator escape and reproduction, which can reduce population growth (Huey et al. 2009; Navas et al. 2016). Higher temperatures will also affect many nocturnal organisms that are behaviourally inactive, but exposed during the day (Fig. S12); nocturnal species may experience thermal stress (e.g. Welbergen et al. 2013; Grigg & Buckley 2013; Hoffmann et al. 2013; Richter-Boix et al. 2015; Llewelyn et al. 2016). Adaptive potential may, therefore, be insufficient to keep pace with rapid temperature shifts associated with climate change and habitat alteration (Araujo et al. 2013; Grigg & Buckley 2013; Hoffmann et al. 2013; Quintero & Wiens 2013; Richter-Boix et al. 2015). Second, upper thermal tolerances exhibit some plasticity, suggesting potential for acclimation of CTmax to new thermal regimes (e.g. CTmax of frogs and lizards increased by a mean of 0.13 °C with each 1 °C increase in acclimation temperature; Clusella-Trullas & Chown 2014; Simon et al. 2015). However, a meta-analysis of thermal performance at subcritical temperatures showed limited acclimation potential for amphibians and reptiles (Seebacher et al. 2014). The degree to which

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>AICc</th>
<th>ΔAICc</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Global</td>
<td>266.5</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All thermal traits</td>
<td>274.8</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>0.064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTmax</td>
<td>190.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal instability</td>
<td>273.5</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>0.030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water loss</td>
<td>190.7</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body size</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clutch size</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larval habitat</td>
<td>189.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult habitat</td>
<td>253.1</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>0.098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Null</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We used corrected Akaike’s information criterion (AICc) to compare generalised linear mixed models. Models within ΔAICc of best-supported models are in bold. Models fit with thermal traits are highlighted in grey. Some predictor variables were dropped from model sets to reduce variance inflation resulting from correlated traits (Table S1).
thermal acclimation can reduce vulnerability to rapid microclimatic changes resulting from habitat modification remains an open question. Acclimation could contribute to unexplained variation in species responses observed in this study and may provide insights into why some species with relatively low CT$_{\text{max}}$ can persist in refugia within altered habitats (Robinson et al. 2013). Third, there is intraspecific variation in thermal tolerances (Riquelme et al. 2016), and using point estimates of mean CT$_{\text{max}}$ for species does not capture this variation. However, interspecific variation in CT$_{\text{max}}$ is typically greater than intraspecific variation (Araujo et al. 2013). Intraspecific variation is often associated with life stage, environmental gradients and geographic clines, possibly resulting from selection over long time periods (Floyd 1983; Richter-Boix et al. 2015; von May et al. 2017). Here, we examined local responses to habitat modification occurring over short ecological time scales, and intraspecific variation in CT$_{\text{max}}$, measured locally, was lower than interspecific variation for well-sampled taxa. Determining the degree to which these sources of variation in CT$_{\text{max}}$ as well as other thermal traits (e.g. thermal optimum), influence species responses will help advance our understanding of how habitat modification filters assemblages and interacts with other drivers of global change.

Responses to habitat modification were associated with phylogenetically constrained traits, indicating that ongoing forest conversion will cause non-random extirpations within local assemblages (i.e. community filtering). Although species thermal traits best predicted sensitivity to habitat modification, often explaining a greater fraction of variation than other traits, suites of associated traits likely contribute to species sensitivity (Fig. S11). For example, frogs with terrestrial development often had low CT$_{\text{max}}$, and these species have also frequently evolved small bodies and clutch sizes compared to aquatic breeders (Gomez-Mestre et al. 2012). Small clutches can result from a trade-off with the production of large eggs that are less prone to desiccation in terrestrial habitats than small eggs. Ultimately, the reliance of terrestrial-developing species on humid forest resources for reproduction (e.g. leaf litter), their reduced fecundity and thermal inertia (of very small-bodied species), and their sensitivity to extreme temperatures all may constrain distributions globally, to wet tropical and subtropical zones (Gomez-Mestre et al. 2012; Sunday et al. 2014), as well as locally, to relatively cool, moist forest
habitats. Furthermore, upper thermal tolerances are often conserved within clades (Grigg & Buckley 2013; Hoffmann et al. 2013), with intra- and interspecific variation associated with mean environmental temperatures and temperature variation (Clusella-Trullas & Chown 2014; Richter-Boix et al. 2015). Adaptation under limited temperature variation has likely given rise to thermal specialisation in tropical clades (Bonetti & Wiens 2014). Thermal specialists are expected to perform better than generalists under a narrow range of temperatures (Clavel et al. 2011), possibly explaining why numerically dominant species in lowland forests of Costa Rica have low CT_{max} and are sensitive to habitat modification (i.e. these species may be cool-habitat specialists).

Thermal biology is likely a critical filter shaping ectotherm assemblages confronted with habitat modification. Although few studies have integrated thermal biology into research on habitat modification (Tuff et al. 2016), many of the approaches used to estimate sensitivity of ectotherms to climate change can be adapted to research on altered microclimates resulting from habitat conversion, thereby generating new insights for conservation. Information on species thermal traits could also provide new criteria for conservation prioritisation as practitioners frequently need to make decisions and assess the status of species in a data vacuum (Gardner et al. 2007b; Catenazzi 2015). In the absence of robust population data for many species, assessment and monitoring efforts could be directed, in part, towards sensitive groups using information on easily characterised traits, such as larval habitat (Nowakowski et al. 2017b) and thermal traits. Our results illustrate a widespread link between thermal traits of species and their sensitivity to habitat modification and point to new lines of inquiry that will allow conservation planners to better understand and ameliorate the effects of habitat modification on ectotherms.
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